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Department of Psychology
The field of psychology is a broad subject, ranging from the study of brain to the study of communication;
extending from the study of abnormal behavior to the study of child development. To find professional
psychologists in a wide variety of settings; administering tests or doing therapy with patients and industry.
It is also proved vital in doing career counseling, team development, personnel selection, or contributing
to human factor engineering, nevertheless
in all kinds of schools and educational
institutions, both in teaching and counseling
positions. Working with preschool
youngsters or doing basic research in
university laboratories and therefore owing
to the inevitable need & demand of this
discipline, BUITEMS has started four years
BS Psychology program.
The undergraduate program of the
Department of Psychology in BUITEMS, has
been established in 2017 which aims to give
students a well-rounded education with a
solid grounding in the basic theories, methods and techniques of modern psychology and a broad
acquaintance with the various substantive areas of the field. It is designed in a way to equip students with
a general background in psychology as well as basic skills in research as to enable them to apply it in a wide
variety of contexts. It will also enable them to pursue study at the graduate level for further specialization.
In harmony with the contemporary trends in academia, we adopt a worldwide accepted and proven
semester scheme to impart practical knowledge to the students. It will also train them to play an effective
role in different organization and to explore the fascinating landscape of the human mind. Moreover, to
make students learn to respect the complexities of human behavior and help them to reduce psychological
distress and dysfunction.
We designed its curriculum around the foundation of psychological theories and application. The program
covers the application of psychological concepts and principles to individual cognitive and emotional
functioning.
We intend to establish the smooth & supportive research-oriented environment which will help our students
acquire knowledge based on current methods, content areas, theory & research. By combing excellent
research & projects with internship and thesis, the majority of the graduates will seamlessly be interested
into targeted professional research oriented fields.
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Career Prospects for the Graduates of Psychology
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Education
Public Affairs
Business Organizations
Sports
Advertising & Marketing Industry
Hospitals
Mental Health Services and
Counseling (School counseling/family counseling/Sport counseling/Army counseling)

Mission:
The mission of the Department of Psychology is to produce professionals who can play important role in the
development of society by applying acquired expertise.
Objectives:
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Teaching students major theoretical paradigms followed in psychology to date.
Building a critical insight in students on the real life implications of various psychological theories and models.
Making students capable of understanding the logic and need of various behavioral research methods.
Familiarizing students with the professions that they can adopt as graduates in psychology and helping
them develop skill and creativity to introduce new professional roles as psychology graduates.
Enabling students to develop insight regarding how cultural contexts shape various forms of behavior.
destabilize
Cultivating a comprehensive civic sense in students embedded in consciousness of rights and responsibilities
toward fellow beings.
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